Use of elemental and molecular-mass spectrometry to assess the toxicological effects of inorganic mercury in the mouse Mus musculus.
The biochemical response of mice (Mus musculus) to acute subcutaneous inorganic-mercury exposure was assessed over a 14-day period by analyzing cytosolic extracts of the liver, the kidneys, and blood plasma. Integrated metallomic and metabolomic approaches using elemental and molecular-mass spectrometry were used to obtain comprehensive insight into the toxicological effects of mercury regarding its distribution and possible perturbation of metabolic pathways. The metallomic approach involved the use of size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) coupled with multiaffinity chromatography inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and isotopic-dilution analysis. The metabolomic approach involved the direct infusion of polar and lipophilic tissue extracts into a mass spectrometer (DIMS) in the positive and negative acquisition mode (ESI+and ESI-). The use of SEC-ICP-MS enabled us to detect changes in the metalloproteome in the liver and the kidneys during the exposure period, and revealed that interactions between Hg and endogenous Cu and Zn adversely affected the homeostasis of these essential metals. The detection of an Hg-Se detoxification product in mouse plasma substantiated the known interaction between Hg and Se in mammals. Use of DIMS in conjunction with partial-least-squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) uncovered time-dependent changes of endogenous metabolites over time, corroborated by histopathology investigation of specific mouse tissues. The perturbations of endogenous metabolic profiles were explained in terms of the adverse effect of mercury on energy metabolism (e.g. glycolysis, Krebs cycle), the degradation of membrane phospholipids (apoptosis), and increased levels of specific lipids in plasma. In summary, use of an SEC-ICP-MS-based metallomics approach in conjunction with molecular-mass-spectrometry-based metabolomics is revealed as a promising strategy to more comprehensively investigate the toxicological effects of harmful environmental pollutants and xenobiotics.